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In Lemma 1.1, the proof fails in the second paragraph. Thus the remaining results are valid only when Lemma 1.1 is correct in its application to the
particular theorem involved. In reading this paper, therefore, it must be
assumed that Lemma 1.1 holds for all rings A where the quotient ring Q(A) is
required. With this restriction the paper reads correctly.
The following definition provides necessary and sufficient conditions for

Lemma 1.1 to hold.
Definition.
Let q be an ideal of a ring A. Then A is said to be q-quorite
if the following condition is satisfied: if a is regular in A and »£g then there
exists a regular element a' in A and n'(Eq such that an' = na'. Similarly A is
said to be q-quolite if n'a~a'n for some «'£? and a' regular in A.
The fact that these conditions are necessary and sufficient is provided by
the following correct form of Lemma 1.1.
Lemma 1.1*. Let q be an ideal of a q-reflective ring A and suppose A has at
least one regular element. If A/q has a right quotient ring Q(A/q) then A has a
right quotient ring Q(A) if and only if A is q-quorite. In addition, if Q(A/q)
is also a left quotient ring then Q(A) is a left quotient ring if and only if A is
q-quolite.
Proof. Let a be regular in A and b(£q. Then, since Q(A/q) exists, we may
write n+ac = bd, where «Eg and d is regular in A because A is g-reflective.
Since A is g-quorite we have an' = na' with n'£g and a' regular in A. Hence
na'Aaca' = bda' which implies a(n'-f-ea') = bda' where da' is regular. This result, along with the g-quorite condition implies by [4, p. 118] that A has a
right quotient ring Q(A). Conversely, by [4, p. 118], A must satisfy the qquorite conditions if it has a right quotient ring. The remaining portion of
the proof follows in a similar fashion and from the fourth paragraph of the

proof of Lemma 1.1.
In the case where A' is a completely
have proved that £?(#[#]) exists.
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